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Dietary assessment in terms of calories and macro-nutrient content estimation become more and more

important for individuals that want to follow a healthy lifestyle. Food segmentation, recognition and

volume estimation are the essential steps of computer vision based dietary assessment. Existing

methods require either multi-image input or additional depth maps, reducing convenience of

implementation and practical significance.

To this end, we propose a partially supervised network architecture, which:

• jointly performs geometric understanding (depth prediction and 3D plane estimation) and semantic

prediction on single food image,

• needs only monocular videos with semantic ground truth and

• enables a robust and accurate food volume estimation on non-ideal scenarios (e.g. texture less

scenario).

(a) Canteen database (contains 92 meals / videos); (b) 

MADiMa database [1]  (contains 80 meals / videos)

Overview of the network architecture

• We propose a partially supervised network architecture that jointly predicts depth map, semantic segmentation map and 3D table plane

from a single RGB food image, for the first time enabling a full-pipeline single-view dietary assessment.

• The training procedure is only supervised by monocular videos with small number of semantic ground truth.

• The proposed network significantly outperforms the SfM-based approach and the SOTA unsupervised approach, while presenting a

comparable performance with respect to the fully supervised approach.
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Results

Ground truth is created with depth sensor; Allegra et al. uses the method from [1]; Baseline uses the method from [3] 

Loss Functions

• View Synthesis Loss

• Semantic loss

• Plane loss

• Consistency loss between table plane 
and camera pose:
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[1] and [2] are fully supervised approaches;

[3] and [4] are video supervised approaches;

[5] is Structure from Motion (SfM) based 

approach


